JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support@jstor.org. Advocates have sought to prove that underdetermination obtains because all theories have empirical equivalents. But algorithms for generating empirical equivalents simply exchange underdetermination for familiar philosophical chestnuts, while the few convincing examples of empirical equivalents will not support the desired sweeping conclusions. Nonetheless, underdetermination does not depend on empirical equivalents: our warrant for current theories is equally undermined by presently unconceived alternatives as well-confirmed merely by the existing evidence, so long as this transient predicament recurs for each theory and body of evidence we consider. The historical record supports the claim that this recurrent, transient underdetermination predicament is our own.
Advocates have sought to prove that underdetermination obtains because all theories have empirical equivalents. But algorithms for generating empirical equivalents simply exchange underdetermination for familiar philosophical chestnuts, while the few convincing examples of empirical equivalents will not support the desired sweeping conclusions. Nonetheless, underdetermination does not depend on empirical equivalents: our warrant for current theories is equally undermined by presently unconceived alternatives as well-confirmed merely by the existing evidence, so long as this transient predicament recurs for each theory and body of evidence we consider. The historical record supports the claim that this recurrent, transient underdetermination predicament is our own.
1. Introduction. Nearly a century ago, Pierre Duhem wondered whether there might not be alternatives to even our best scientific theories that remained unconceived by us despite being supported by the available evidence:
Shall we ever dare to assert that no other hypothesis is imaginable?
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whose waves are propagated in a medium; is it forbidden t thing else at all? ([1914] 1954, 189-190) ' The startling suggestion that even our best efforts at scientific t might fail to exhaust the set of well-confirmed possibilities h considerable influence, but its plausibility is hard to assess: c consistently wondered why we should either just assume that always alternative theories equally well-confirmed by the evid the bare possibility that there might be prevent us from believing confirmed theories we do have.
Challenged to show that underdetermination is anything more than a speculative possibility, advocates have sought to demonstrate that we can (ideally in an algorithmic fashion) always produce empirical equivalents to a given theory, i.e., competitors that make identical empirical predictions and therefore cannot be distinguished from it by any possible evidence.2 Here I will argue that the case from empirical equivalents earns a Pyrrhic victory, for it succeeds only where it gives up any distinctive problem of scientific underdetermination altogether, but that the genuine threat of such underdetermination is nonetheless supported by a New Induction over the History of Science.
2. Empirical Equivalents and Underdetermination. Algorithms for generating empirical equivalents fall roughly but reliably into global and local varieties. Global algorithms are designed to produce empirical equivalents from absolutely any theory and are perhaps best exemplified by Kukla's (1996; see also 1993 ) appeals to such all-purpose alternatives to any theory T as T' (the claim that T's observable consequences are true, but T itself is false), T" (the claim that the world behaves according to T when observed, but some specific incompatible alternative otherwise), the hypothesis of the Makers (the debatably coherent fantasy that we and our apparently T-governed world are part of an elaborate computer simulation), and the hypothesis of the Manipulators (that our experience is manipulated by powerful beings in such a way as to make it appear that T is true). Kukla devotes his efforts to defending such proposals from the accusation 1. Notice that this worry depends in no way on Duhem's equally famous commitment to holism, although holism grounds the distinct worry that theory choice is underdetermined because any theory may be retained in light of any evidence if we make suitable changes to it or the set of auxiliary assumptions we accept (of course, such changes might also be presently unconceived).
2. For Earman (1993) , the crucial sense of empirical equivalence (his EI3) obtains between two hypotheses just in case two worlds in which those two hypotheses are respectively true need not be distinguished by some piece of empirical evidence. The differences between these formulations will not matter for our purposes.
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This content downloaded from 128. But this is beside the point, I suggest, for whether or not such farfetched scenarios are real theories they amount to no more than a salient presentation of the possibility of radical or Cartesian skepticism.3 While many contemporary philosophers are inclined to grant the irrefutability of such skepticism, underdetermination was supposed to represent a distinct and important problem, arising perspicuously in the context of scientific theorizing about inaccessible domains of nature and troubling even those who never hoped to defend their scientific beliefs to the truly radical skeptic.
Thus, if Cartesian fantasies are the only reasons we can give for taking underdetermination seriously, then there simply is no distinctive problem of scientific underdetermination to worry about, for the worry just is the familiar specter of radical skepticism.
The same response applies to some famous non-algorithmic examples of empirical equivalents, like the notorious prospect of a continuously shrinking universe with compensatory changes in physical constants making this state of affairs undetectable to us (i.e., theories we describe as making unmotivated and/or wildly implausible assumptions about nature). Some judgments of prior plausibility are required in order to escape radical or Cartesian skepticism in the first place, and we are no less entitled to these resources in a scientific context than any other.4 Again Cartesian fantasies simply replace our worry about scientific underdetermination with a quite different (perhaps insoluble, but familiar) general skeptical problem.
A similarly subtle change of subject arises with the demand that we consider the 'Craigian reduction' of a theory (i.e., a statement of that theory's observable consequences) as a competitor when trying to assess the plausible threat of underdetermination. Perhaps even Craigian reductions are "real theories," but the worry was that there might be too many different accounts of the inaccessible workings of nature well-confirmed by the evidence, not simply that there are (as we already knew) multiple options for beliefs about the world that the evidence leaves us free to accept. Agnosticism about all accounts of the inaccessible aspects of nature is always possible, but is defensible only if the underdetermination of theory by evidence (or some other ground for suspicion about all theories) 3. Kukla sometimes appreciates this point (1996, 158), but not how it undermines his case (see below).
4. The need for such judgments will not alone evade underdetermination, however, for the prior plausibility of electrons, phlogiston, or curved spacetime is simply not on par with that of Cartesian Evil Demons (cf. Van Fraassen 1980, 36) . I suspect that this difference is what is really at issue in the (misleading) claim that some scenarios are too farfetched to constitute "real theories" at all (e.g., Leplin and Laudan 1993, 11) .
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is independently established, for we surely want the strongest set of b to which we are entitled by the evidence. It is not enough that the ep mically more modest choice to believe only a theory's claims abou servable phenomena is always left open by the evidence (cf. Van Fr 1980) ; for that matter, so is choosing to believe nothing at all.
In contrast to the global strategy's Cartesian fantasies, the local rithmic strategy seeks instead to take advantage of one or more f features of a particular theory to show that an infinite or indefinite n of serious scientific empirical equivalents to that theory can be produ by varying the feature(s) in question. Consider the now-famous ex of TN (0): Newtonian mechanics and gravitational theory, including ton's claim that the universe is at rest in absolute space. This theory s ports any number of empirical equivalents of the form TN(v), wh ascribes some constant absolute velocity to the universe.
But such empirical equivalents prove too little. The sensible realist w surely insist that we are not here faced with a range of competing th making identical predictions about the observable phenomena, but inst just a single theory being conjoined to various factual claims abou world for which that very theory (along with the auxiliary hypothes accept) implies that we cannot have any empirical evidence.5 It i always trivial to determine which elements of a proposed theory are o by its own lights, but the sensible realist will counsel realism only those theoretical claims (whatever they are) that our theories them imply are amenable to empirical investigation. This realism shou more extend to the conjunction of Newtonian theory with claims the absolute velocity of the universe than with claims about the exist of God.
Another way to see this point is to note that empirical equivalents of the TN(v) variety pose no threat to the approximate truth of our theories: if the realist believes TN(0) when one of the various TN(v) obtains, most of her theoretical beliefs about the relevant domain will be straightforwardly true. Thus, empirical equivalents of the TN(v) variety show at most that we would have been unjustified in taking any stand on the constant absolute velocity of the universe, not in accepting the other theoretical claims of Newton's theory.
5. Although this implication requires auxiliary assumptions, these will be the same assumptions needed to assert the empirical equivalence of the various TN(v). Of course, changes in the accepted auxiliary assumptions over time may defeat the claim of empirical equivalence (a central point in Laudan and Leplin's [1991] attack on underdetermination), but we are here concerned with what to make of the prospect of theories that are empirically equivalent given (or 'indexed to'; see Kukla 1993) a particular set of auxiliary assumptions, or alternatively, with empirically equivalent "global theories" or "systems of the world" (see Hoefer and Rosenberg 1994 This suggests that the local strategy (like the global) actually tr underdetermination for another long-standing philosophical prob time in the theory of confirmation: if true empirical consequ theory are all that matter to its confirmation, then evidence E co theory T will equally well confirm theory T + C (where C is an claim that does not undermine T's implication of E), thus offering confirmation to C itself. Like Cartesian skepticism, this problem sophically serious (indeed, it requires some solution), but it cannot only reason for taking underdetermination seriously without sim lapsing the latter problem into the former.
There are, of course, examples of empirical equivalents whic ther skeptical fantasies nor trivial variations on a single theor most convincing is Earman's other supporting case: "TN (san space)... opposed by a theory which eschews gravitational forc of a non-flat affine connection and which predicts exactly the sam orbits as TN for gravitationally interacting particles" ( , 3 Glymour 1977 . Neither theory is a skeptical fantasy, nor is on variation on the other: treating gravitational attraction as a fund force seems substantially different from treating it as manifesting vature of spacetime. Other plausible (albeit more controversial clude Special Relativity versus Lorentzian Mechanics (controv cause the latter's requirement of systematic expansion and contra all our measuring devices (including rods and clocks irrespective o nal composition or construction) when in motion relative to absol might be thought a skeptical fantasy) and Bohmian hidden variab erated by an algorithm or formula and each is a hard-won par ternative to an existing theory (rather than an infinite or i collection) that proved quite difficult to identify and characterize one or even a few such convincing cases do not provide sufficient for concluding that genuine or serious empirical equivalence i tous phenomenon! If numerous serious empirical equivalents to any theory could be produced with just a little work and ingen would certainly ground the worry that an infinite space of al looms over each of our best-confirmed scientific theories, but th difficulties and rare success we have encountered in trying to dev one or a few convincing examples of nonskeptical and genuine empirical equivalents might sensibly be seen to support just th general conclusion.
Thus, the case for underdetermination from empirical equivalen simply not support the intoxicating morals that advocates hoped Algorithms provide proofs of the underdetermination predica by transforming the problem into one venerable philosophical ch another, while one or a few convincing examples, dearly purc drawn from a single domain of scientific theorizing, are unable t the sweeping conclusion that there are likely serious empirical eq 6. While Eddington, Reichenbach, Schlick, and others have famously agreed eral Relativity is empirically equivalent to a Newtonian gravitational theory pensating "universal forces," the Newtonian variant has never been give mathematical formulation (the talk of universal forces is invariably left as a note), and it is not at all clear that it can be given one. (David Malament ha point to me in conversation.) The "forces" in question would have to act ordinary forces act (including gravitation) or any forces could act insofar even a family resemblance to ordinary ones: in the end, such "forces" ar than "phantom effects" and we are left with just another skeptical fantasy imum, defenders of this example have not done the work needed to show faced with a credible case of nonskeptical empirical equivalence. Were this be accepted as genuine, however, it would not affect the status of my concl whether that theory has genuine empirical equivalents, but criti derdetermination are well within their rights to demand that se pirical equivalents to a theory actually be produced before they w belief in it, refusing to presume that such equivalents exist when be identified (see Kitcher 1993; Leplin 1997 The tough question, once again, is how to decide whether this predic-7. Kukla (1993, 5-6 ) accuses Laudan and Leplin of presuming that the case for underdetermination rests upon empirical equivalents alone. Leplin and Laudan (1993, 16) deny this, but insist that their joining of the two doctrines was "not capricious," for "the philosophers whose derogations of the epistemic enterprise we have been concerned to redress (e.g., Quine and Rorty finds it reasonable to simply assume in light of "the limitatio scientific imagination" (and, at least in part, "reflection upon scientific experience," a suggestion I will try to flesh out below) " are vast numbers of perfectly respectable scientific hypotheses .. haven't yet brought to mind," including "innumerable alternative best present theories . . . which would save the current data equal and probably even some "more plausible than our own theorie to present observational facts" (1981, (18) (19) . Elsewhere (1975 simply supposes without defense that even those who are skeptica pirical equivalence "are likely to admit that transient underdeterm is a fact of epistemic life."8 But of course, these are just the claim which critics of underdetermination will take issue on any nontriv (see Kitcher 1993; Leplin 1997 ).
While it is obviously difficult to acquire convincing evidence re the likely existence of presently unconceived theories, I think genuine argument to be made out of Sklar's brief but tantalizi tion that the history of science itself bears on this question. Inde suggest that the historical record of scientific inquiry provides c evidence that recurrent, transient underdetermination is our actu mic predicament rather than a speculative possibility. Moreover, I that this very historical record contradicts Sklar's further suggest 22ff.) that the threat can be substantiated only for fundamental or cosmological theories, as well as his more recent efforts to sting of this worry with the suggestions that the historical prog such theories is largely "one in which each successor theory is concepts that are refinements and deepenings of the concepts of that preceded it" (2000, 94) and that well-confirmed past theor seen as having been "pointing towards" later alternatives or "h the right direction" (2000, Ch. 4, Section I, passim.).
Of course, the most famous effort to extract philosophical mile the history of science is Laudan's (1981) Pessimistic Induction, wh simply that past successful theories have turned out to be fals gests that we have no reason to think that present successful the 8. Sklar is, of course, in good company: Quine's classic (1975) paper, for often cited as providing evidence for an important underdetermination pr simply blusters, "Surely there are alternative hypothetical substructures surface in the same observable ways" (313).
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This content downloaded from 128. an epistemic position in which we could conceive of only one theories that were well-confirmed by the available evidence, whi sequent history of inquiry has routinely (if not invariably) reveale radically distinct alternatives as well-confirmed by the previousl evidence as those we were inclined to accept on the strength o dence.9 For example, in the historical progression from Aris Cartesian to Newtonian to contemporary mechanical theories dence available at the time each earlier theory was accepted offer strong support to each of the (then-unimagined) later altern same pattern would seem to obtain in the historical progression emental to early corpuscularian chemistry to Stahl's phlogiston t
Lavoisier's oxygen chemistry to Daltonian atomic and conte physical chemistry; from various versions of preformationism netic theories of embryology; from the caloric theory of heat to ultimately contemporary thermodynamic theories; from effluvi of electricity and magnetism to theories of the electromagnetic contemporary electromagnetism; from humoral imbalance to to contagion and ultimately germ theories of disease; from 18th corpuscular theories of light to 19th Century wave theories to t porary quantum mechanical conception; from Hippocrates's p to Darwin's blending theory of inheritance (and his own 'gemmu of pangenesis) to Weismann's germ-plasm theory and Mendelian temporary molecular genetics; from Cuvier's theory of function grated and necessarily static biological species or Lamarck's a to Darwinian evolutionary theory; and so on in a seemingly endle of theories, the evidence for each of which ultimately turned out one or more unimagined competitors just as well. Thus, the scientific inquiry offers a straightforward inductive rationale f that there typically are alternatives to our best theories eq confirmed by the evidence, even when we are unable to conceive at the time.
We cannot respond to these examples by noting that theor same general family or category as a later alternative (say atomi times had already been entertained by the time of an earlier the 9. Strictly speaking, of course, the case for recurrent, transient underde requires only that there have routinely been (nonskeptical, nontrival) unc ternatives not ruled out by the evidence. I would suggest, however, that existence claim of unconsidered alternatives at least roughly equally well-c the available evidence is historically defensible, and it deflects any suggest alternatives were ignored on evidential grounds rather than simply uncon S9 clusive dominance, for our confidence in the truth of our presen cannot survive an inductive rationale for thinking that presen likely supports a presently unconceived detailed version of a theo an existing family or type just as well as it supports the present we accept on the strength of that evidence. It will surely be objected, however, that in at least some of the changes in accepted auxiliary hypotheses were required before natives could rightly be regarded as equally well-confirmed by able evidence as the accepted theory. This is so, but misses the po in such cases the needed alternative auxiliary hypotheses (oft ceived at the time) are typically themselves ones for which th evidence provided equally compelling support. In other words, the of evidence available at the time of an earlier theory's acceptance offers equally compelling support for the combination of a later alternative to that theory together with the requisite changes in hypotheses that would later be accepted. And surely such a co must be regarded as a scientifically serious alternative possibility than a mere skeptical fantasy, for it is ultimately accepted by so scientific community.
Of course, a theory need not explain or accommodate all the data in order to be well-confirmed: evidential anomalies are allowed. The point is that we have repeatedly been able to conceive of only a single theory that was well-supported by all of the available evidence when there were indeed alternative possibilities equally well-supported by that evidence. Nor, therefore, does this argument ignore the phenomenon of explanatory losses in the transition from an earlier theory to a later one: a theory need not explain everything that a competitor explains in order to be as well-supported by the totality of available evidence: the theories may simply have different evidential anomalies. The judgment that alternatives not yet conceived were at least roughly as well-supported by the available evidence as earlier competitors will, however, require us to reject the most radical forms of Kuhnian incommensurability, on which the very phenomena themselves literally do not exist in any way that permits their identification across theories or theoretical paradigms'° (although the triumph of such radical incommensurability would seem to offer scant comfort to realist critics of underdetermination in any case). Thus, a full defense of the New Induction will require not only careful elaboration of historical cases, but also replies to any number of worries 10. It is sufficient to ground the New Induction, however, if we grant that the later theory is confirmed by the earlier phenomena as those phenomena would be described or conceived by the later theory itself just as well as the earlier theory was confirmed by those same phenomena under its own description or conception of them.
that arise in trying to compare the confirmation of distinct theo cluding the account of confirmation at issue and radical incom bility of evidential standards as well as phenomena). Perhaps m portant of all, it will require a response to the recent realist read historical record, which claims that the available evidence confirm those parts, features, or aspects of past theories which have turn be true. But it is well worth noting that a number of the most in objections offered against the classic Pessimistic Induction sim weigh against the New Induction I propose. The New Inducti open, for example, to the objection that its inductive basis include drawn from the 'immature' periods of sciences and/or theorie not enjoy some particularly important kind of empirical success ( success in predicting novel phenomena), for its point is not that p cessful theories were ultimately found false or otherwise wanting way, but instead that they were at one time the best or only theo could come up with, notwithstanding the availability of equ confirmed alternatives. To pursue this line of criticism agains Induction, then, opponents would have to argue that achieving a 'm theory or one that enjoys the right kind of success somehow and enables our imaginative capabilities to exhaust the space of se sibilities."
The New Induction will nonetheless disappoint a great many champions of underdetermination, for the historical record offers at best fallible evidence that we occupy a significant underdetermination predicament, rather than the sort of proof that advocates have traditionally sought (and I have been unable to do more here than suggest that this is indeed the verdict of the historical record). Furthermore, unlike constructing empirical equivalents, it does not allow us to say just which actual theories are underdetermined by the evidence, nor anything about what the (unconceived) competitors to present theories look like. But I have tried to suggest that empirical equivalents have proved to be a Devil's bargain for advocates of underdetermination-providing convincing evidence of an underdetermination predicament only where they have transformed the problem into one or another familiar philosophical puzzle-and I would 11. I would suggest that the distinctively holist version of underdetermination (see note 1) is also better defended by appeal to an analogue of the New Induction (asserting the historical ubiquity of plausible modifications of theories and challenges to background assumptions, typically unconceived in advance of anomalous evidence) than by familiar Cartesian strategies (e.g., pleading hallucination) or a shrill insistence that the legitimacy of absolutely any such modification or challenge is universally subject to "social negotiation," a claim which social constructivist case studies have never rendered remotely plausible and which threatens to bury any important holist case for underdetermination in a point of no more than Cartesian epistemological significance.
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This content downloaded from 128. suggest that we start worrying instead about the kind of underd nation that the history of science reveals to be a distinctive and threat to even our best scientific theories. At the end of the day, cl distinguishing a distinctive problem of scientific underdetermination such familiar worries as Cartesian skepticism and spurious confir would be of little significance if not for the fact that the historical offers compelling grounds for concern about this distinctive predica in the case of scientific theorizing that survive solution (or even out dismissal) of Cartesian fantasies, spurious confirmation, and the h of convincing empirical equivalents we have managed to produce.
